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DULUTH--Russia is putting unlinnted r esources into its science 

research and development program to outstrip the u. s. in f i elds besides 

Sputniks, a UMD audience was told today. 

R. E. ~.a.rshak, head of the University of Rochester physics depart-

ment, speaking under auspices of the American Institute of Physics, said 

in the Science auditoriwn.: 

11The objective of Soviet science is to overtake America n science in 

its great diversity, its high quality and its rragnificent sweep.•~ 

At their present rate of scientist training and technical production, 

Russia is naking arr:a.zing strides since pre- World War II days when the 

Soviets 11imported almost every piece of equipment more complicated than 

a screw driver. 11 

He said, for e:xample, 1•It is probable that the number of doctoral 

candidates in physics is now greater in the Soviet Union than in the U.S. ·,: 

Russia also is training as rrnny as fiv.e times as ln3.ny engine~r±ng aides, 

laboratory assistants, junior draftsmen and designers as is t he u. s. 
1:often an American company nrust r el egat e a highly trained engineer to 

the role of a drafts:rm.n. 1'1 

Admitting only the top 25 per cent of the applicants for adnnssion, 

outstanding institutions like the UniversitJr of ~Ioscow graduate about 

90 per cent, indicating excellent pre-university preparation as well as 

stern application to university work. 
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17We Americans must realize, 11 said Dr. Marshak, 11that our schools are 

departures from the norm and differ from those throughout the rest of 

the worl d. 

11Somewhere along the line, the American peopl e were persu..1.ded that 

a system of free and universal education can only be implemented by a 

lowering of academic standards, by hiring some teachers who have a 

superficial knowledge of the subject nntter which they are supposed to 

teach, by allowing students to eliminate science and :rmthenntics from 

their curriculum, and by permitting the parents to interfere with the 

development of special programs for t alented childre:n. 

Once hampered by lack of both scientific and political freedom, 

the Russian scientist since Stalin has enjoyed considerable freedom 

in pursuing his own r esearch interests although still politically 

restricted. 

Despite recent Russian science successes, American scientific effort, 

particularly in basic research, holds a lead over the Russian effort, 

Dr. }Jarshal declaredo A long American tradition of scient ific freedom 

has mde this progr ess possible. 

nsince World War II, American scientists, including those who have 

taken up American residence, have won 17 Nobel prizes to the Russians? one . 

11It is wrong to say from this ratio that we are 17 times as strong 

as Russia in science . The go.pis narrowing rapidly. Dut is is just 

as wrong to nurse an inferiority complex as a r esult of Sputnik and to 

assert that Russian basic science has surpa.ssed ours on an over-all basis • .i 

He listed an eight-point program to assure '1:10 s. science suprermcy: 

1. Raise salaries of science and engineering professor so that they 

will stay on Americn 9 s campuses and not be lured to industr;}r 0 
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2. Tmin better teachers of rratheimtics and science and then 

give them financial and other inducements to keep them in the classroom. 

3 o Re- exard.ne and strengthen scientific and engineering curricula 

and provide special training and opportunities for t a lented students in 

ms.theootics and science . 

4o Subsidize colleges and universities for enlargll'Bnt and improve-

ment of scientific and engineering buildings, laboratories and equi pment . 

5. Provide large numbers of scholarships for science and engineering 

students. 

6. Set up more government laboratories on the pattern of the Los 

Alamos scientific l aboratory, operated by the Atomic Ener gy commission 

under contract \dth the University of California. 

7. Set up a reasonable number of technical institutions such as 

junior colleges to train as science technicians and aides the rrany 

students with science aptitudes who do not wish or a r e unabl e to under-

take a four- year curriculum. 

8. Provide increasingly large sums of money t o carry on basic 

research in the sciences and engineering, as well as for 1::l.rge facilities 

such as high energy accelerators, astronomical observatories, computatioml 

laboratories and specialized engineering laboratorieso 

11If total itarian Russin achieves a decisive scientific and tech-

nological suprell'.acy over us, 11 wns his final warning, 11we shall almost 

certainly lose the peace, our democratic society and our position of 

leadership in the worldo 11 

He concluded: 17It is only by re- dedicating ourselves t o the values 

of the mind and spirit that we shall be equipped to achieve our true 

national destiny. 11 
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